
$Xabs, ffim&ds,

amd, K&&es
A slab is nothing more than a flat piece of

clay. Building with slabs offers new chal-

lenges and opportunities. With stiff clay

slabs, you can fashion geometric shapes

such as tiles or clay boxes. Using soft clay

slabs, you can create everything from plat-

ters to wall pieces. Slabs are so versatile,

you can use them to make a varietY of

sculptural pieces and expressive forms'

ffi When rolling slabs, and work-

ing with slabs in general, cover your work

surface with a piece of canvas. The canvas

absorbs moisture so the clay won't stick to

the work area. The canvas also makes a

sort of cawyingsling for the slab-you
car- carry clay from one place to another,

supporting part with one hand and

draping part over your other arm without

distorting the shape or thickness of the siab'

Fig. 3-25, Flow wouXd you describe the aesthet-

ics of this sF*b-built teagrot? Notice its shape,

glaze and architectural elements'

Student inork, Parker Dunbar. Iton'fenpot,2006' Slab con

slruction. iron sa-turai:ed csng fii glaze'

Fig. 3-2S. $!ab relling tools.

Fig. 3-2?" I&Ikat {ansiliar feeling does this slab-

b,rilt compasition insBire? What would ynu like
to discover. about it?
:::rent rvork, Lauren Kiiid, Chinese Fcrttnes, 2007 Slab

: : :.;rructio:t, mid-range sione',l-are,
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Fig" 3-28. B*s$ara
Fra**swag. rases a
ry:*ehasrical slab
:'ol3er ts: E*ick3y re&I

*ut a clay slab. She
pr*$*€$ reredged ciay
ev*nly hy laand te
a&crert 3" and gr9aces

i* *u tke roE3er *top
a grie*e af e*rts'es.
Theer eFee **vers t$ce

eSay ra'itEe * sesond
pie*e ef *a:::,oas amd

turns the sc.h*el"

r

Sig. 3-38. tr*n t&is vas*, the €:a*:r€s ssr tFie *r.it-
eide s:alls are Enirreyed bX' the negetive sFacg
in ti:e ceslteE. Ca* yon expl*isr the seE::cnce *6
stepc tha€ wer:t i*to cexrstructiug this f*rm?
Strrrierrt rrork, S:ra: i.iga. Chtnbe ted Vase (side -".ii:r,;J.

iilCl. Slab .crstra.1ion, high-€re pr;iieiail.

Fig. 3-2$. W€aev: tfue elay ie #attexe*, *Fre

f,*v*r6€$ t$:s direeti*n cf tEa* s,rheel *rcd
sq:lls i* bacfu sver c}le elcy *ntiE the r*Eler
clears t3*e s!a&, th*x r*lyeos"es th* **p
*ac?vfr.s, The }s::ttc$c {*.r:vas €rexa€isns as a
sSireg f*r *aa*:5ring th* slab ta a wovk table"

ffimas ** &&aFsm .%$"*fu"+

You can make clay slabs using several

different techniques and tools, including
a mechanized roller. If a roller is unavail-

able, you can slam the clay down onto the
floor or a table and repeat until you reach

the desired thickness. Each time you lift
the clay, turn and slam it on the alternate
side. This forces the clay platelets closer

together and strengthens the slab. The

more compressed the clay becomes, the
less likely it is to crack when fired.

A slab piece usually takes more clay

than you would expect. Often, you will
end up with a lot of unused clay from
around the edges of cut pieces. You can

wedge the excess clay and use it again

before it dries out.
You can also form slabs by rolling clay

by hand with a dowel or rolling pin. For

the studio practice described in this book,
you will roll out slabs.
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Take a lump of wedged clay and level

it first by pressing it to a flat, even

thickness with the heel or palm of your
hand.

Fress clay fiat,

Turn the slab over and place it between

two parallel guide sticks (wooden slats

of equal thickness, about %"1.7 cm]).

The slats help you to maintain the same

thickness throughout the slab as you

ro11 and flatten it. Using the dowel or
rolling pin, ro11 slowly back and forth
over the clay, and then roll diagonally

to even out the corners.

Ro&tr e&ay

I*etx;eem
guide stieks.

_ij!.

!. Turn and reverse the flattened slab

once or twice during the rolling process

to help strengthen and compress it.
Should some air bubbles appear in the

slab while you are rolling, pierce them

with a needle tool and press the hole

smooth with your finger. You can eas-

ily create textured slabs by rolling out
your clay over a patterned surface such

as lace, burlap, straw matting, or any

other textured material.

You can easily make small slabs by
slicing them directly from a wedged lump

of clay using a wire tool. Place several

wooden slats of equal thickness on each

side of the lump and use them as a hori-
zontal guide for the cutting wire. Remove

the slats gradually as you continue cutting

slices from the lump. Small slabs can be

pressed and joined together to make

larger sheets if necessary.

S$icing slabs
with wire.

Depending on your desired form, you

can use slabs when they are soft and

malleable, or you can let them stiffen to

the leather-hard stage to make geometric

creations such as boxes and tiles.

f,l!ll[f![! Keep your fingers out of
the way when you are cutting clay slabs.

# It's always better to use clay

from the same source and roll out all your
pieces simultaneously. This helps to
maintain identical water content and

minimizes distortion and cracking. Prepare

as many slabs as you might need, and cover

them with plastic to keep them moist.

trig" 3*31" T&.e fvc:ta *st$ €*a*k uEi*w"* s:f ekis
te*F*t sfurlc+' ht?€€'" s:a4trise ce:x gie* * la-uc*x*e*xs

€:ero*t &* e:e ebf*et's *xg:;:essive qm*?lties.
jirLii:nt r'::rk. l';:r; t',,,'r:t i:r'Lt1ivi, iir:riiir'j i{ll;ri's:.''1"'l::ir.':r:

t;:;:;il, 2Cil,{.1. SjrL lr:ir. iiai!lf,ie.i, rlre i.)11ia:::
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Fig. 3-32. Unfi.vrished
arork should always
be wrapped in plastic
to keep the clay moist
until the piece is com-
pleted.

41qE+.:

.a

Fig, 3-33. Something that foels the eye into thinking it is something else is called trompe I'oeil.
llow does the surface decsration in this piece trick the viewer's eye?
Stueient rtork, Casondra l.lorman, 'frompt L'oei|,2005. Siatr construction, 1on-fire clay starnped wlth inlaid glaze anC gold luster
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Ss#t SKahs
Soft clay slabs are ideal for using with
molds. While the clay is still flexible, it
can be easily fashioned into a variety of
shapes using simple molding techniques.

Whether shaped in a sling, pressed into
a mold, draped over a mold, or wrapped

around a support, soft slabs are fun to
work with.

K"Fsf,xeg ffimKds
Using the mold method, you hand-build
forms by shaping clay inside, on top of, or
around an object. People have used molds

to shape clay objects for millennia. Some

examples of molded clay objects are an-

cient Moche (50-800 cE) stirrup vessels

from Peru and Chinese tomb figures (Qrn

dynasty, 221-206 ecs and Western Han

dynasty, 206 ecs-9 cs). Almost anything
with a firm surface can act as a mold if
its angles are not too sharp or pointed.
Some commonly used molds are plaster
forms, kitchen bowls, boxes, pans, balls,

balloons, smooth stones, tubes of various

sizes, or even crumpled-up newspaper.

When working with molds, it is easy to
make multiples quickly. A molded piece

can be changed by carving or by altering
its shape. It can also be used as the basis

for a composite work when combined with
other molded shapes and forms.

Three different types of molds exist

that are easy to use with clay slabs: the
sling mold, the press mold, and the drape

mold.

H*w *m Ws* a S3f,rng $*ml$
A sling mold is simply a suspended, se-

cured piece of cloth that holds a slab until
it stiffens. For a basic sling, you can use

any box or container to hold the cloth. A
slab that is allowed to dry in a sling mold
acquires a graceful and subtle curve. The

resulting pieces make beautiful platters or
decorative plates. You can vary the shape

of the mold depending on the size and

Fig. 3-34. Explain how you think this plate was
fovmed. What words would you use to describe
its sensory and expressive qualities?
Tim Ludwig, Platter with Banana.22" x 22' x 4' (55.9 x 55.9

x 1,0.2 cm). Photo: Randail Smith. Corirtesy of the artist.

shape of your slab. To make a long plat-
ter-one that could be used to serve fish,

for example-you would secure your sling
in a long rectangular box.

To make an oval-shaped platter, first
cut out an oval shape from a piece of
newspaper.
m Lay a cloth over the opening of a big

trash pail. Take some string and tightly
wrap it around the rim to secure the

cloth. This is the sling mold.
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@ Roll out a slab of clay'k" (.7 cm) thick.
Lay the oval paper pattern on top of the

clay and trace around it with a needle

tool or knife. Put the excess clay aside

(you will need it to make feet for your
platter).

Cut clay around pattern.

Lay the oval clay slab in the sling and

allow it to stiffen. (This will take from
a few hours to all day, depending upon
humidity.) The clay should hang in a
natural curve. Adjust the sling-tight-
en or loosen it-as necessary for the
desired curvature.

Roll out four short cone-shaped coils

to use as feet. Put the feet in the sling
alongside your slab so that all the
pieces will dry at the same rate. Allow
the clay to stiffen to leather-hard.

Fig. $:35. FJoti*e Paee,,r e*len', shape, grr*p*rtio*,
agrd add.iei*ns Fr*tp fuaBa:cee *fois sEab-hai3* p*ece

asEd c*ae*ri&&{e ter its *r*rmpe E'cefl effect"

S iurler t .srrk, l.4o L1y :'r,{;rr:n, ChtLrk ( :;h o : ). 20C7. 3iab-built.
acr:,,'lir paint ,.",'asi-ir:s, .r;tln:{L:'d ard iextured iaces.

Lift the slab out of the sling and invert
it over a chunk of foam or other sup-

port while you attach the feet.

Place the feet (with the wide ends

touching your slab) at equidistant
points on the base where the curve

begins.

Trace around the feet. Score and slip

both areas to be joined and press the
feet onto the base. Seal the join with a

thin coil.

When the piece has stiffened,lift it
from the foam chunk and set it onto a

flat surface. Ifthe feet are uneven, sand

the bottoms to make them level.

Round off and smooth the edge of
the platter with a dry sponge or fine

sandpaper. Carve, pierce, or paint a slip

design on the top edge of the platter to
finish the piece. (See Chapter 5, Surface

Decoration.)

The fimal shape.

Adding feet.
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A press mold-also referred to as a slump

mold-can be made from nearly any

object. The potter presses a soft clay slab

into something that has an interesting

texture, shape, or design. Press molds can

be used to make a single form, a series of
the same form, or hollow forms when two

or more pieces are joined together.

ffi objects used for press molds

should allow for easy removal.

Find a form that appeals to you-a
seashell, a plastic bowl, a cooking utensil.

It could be an object from home, from
nature, or from a secondhand store. This

will be your press mold.
e Roll out a clay slab %" (.7 cm) thick on

a piece of canvas.

* Grasping the edges ofthe canvas, pick

up the slab and invert the clay over the

press mold.

Lower clay over
the mold.

Using your fingers, gently press the

clay into the mold.

Press clay
into nrold,

Smooth the surface carefully with a

rib tool.

Srnoath
with rib"

Fig. 3-36. Laok carefully at this piece. [Iow
might tke artist have shaped and assemb'Ied the
slab sections? What technical factors creed to be

considered when btrilding a ruater fountain?
Siudent work, Sarah Minchen, Li ntitie d (F cut1 t L1!n), 2049.

cr:b b.'l'..,'re ul gia. c foun'ai. prmp.
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s Let the clay stiffen until it is leather-hard.

* Turn the mold upside down and ease

your clay out. If the clay sticks inside

the mold, let it dry some more until you

can remove it easily.

w Finish your piece with one of the design

techniques described on pages 1'54-1'59.

ffi*w te L3'sm e ffitrep# eesSd
Drape molds are useful when you will be

working on the outside of your piece-for
instance, when you make a mask, or part

of a sculpture. Make a drape mold using

any object that will support a slab of clay

through the stiffening process. You might

choose to drape a clay slab over a soft sup-

port, like crumpled paper or a piece of foam.

Fig. 3-3?. Which
molding technique
do you think the
artist ssed to form
the lid for this oval
rasserole?

SttLdert rvorh,'l':rna

Bosslrard, Sh,:ll Cas'

serole, 2008. Siab con

stru.tiiin with additive:

casl ob jects, hi51h-fi re

porcelain.

e Drape the slab over the mold and

lightly press the clay over the shape.

Srape clay
over the
mold.

Check the clay every ten or fifteen min-

utes as it dries. If it shrinks too tightly
against the mold it will crack when

removed, so remove it just as soon as

the clay holds its shape.

Set it carefully on a piece of foam to

finish drying.

ffi You can drape a clay slab over an

inflated balloon to make a round, closed

form. When the clay is stiff enough to

hold its own shape, pop the balloon with a

needle tool. The hole will allow moisture

to escape during the firing.
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Fig. 3*38.I&rhat rnessage dces this hand-b*ilt t€apat send to the vieruer?

ii frrdr'n I vrrrrk. lrcr ic -!an tcs. fstng'l nltat , 2{)09. I le nr:i built, prr:ss rno]cled, low firc glazes.

Fig. 3-3$. Sc you thinEe the artist apgrlied texture tref*re or after draping thes€ sEabs icl a snotrd?

-.!iudent worh. iiric;r Fry, r:ioku Platts,).li)8.1)rape nroldr:d plales. ral<u {irecl.
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The drape method of working with soft
slabs is ideal for making masks. Masks

have always been connected to the idea of
transformation. For example, in many cul-

tures they are associated with death and

the idea of an afterlife. Like a chrysalis

that protects the emerging butterfly from
view a mask shields an individual from
recognition while this change takes place.

The hidden one's behavior reflects the
character or theme of their mask. Themes

for masks come from nature (mammals,

water creatures, birds, and reptiles); the
theater, popular culture (such as Hal-

loween masks), Mardi Gras celebrations,

or other cultural rituals. Clay masks have

been used as funerary objects. In main-
stream American culture they are usually

decorative-they would not likely be worn
because of their fuagility and weight.

ffi Plan a mask you would like to
make. Roll out a clay slab roughly B x 10"

(20.3 x25.4 crn) and cut out the desired

shape (oval, circle, square) and drape it
over a mold (such as a shallow plastic
bowl) for support. Be sure to separate the
clay from the mold with a sheet of plastic

or thin cloth. Cut holes for eyes, nostrils,
and mouth. Let the clay stiffen to almost
Ieather-hard.

Fig, 3-4L, l'4exican sou-renir rnask. {itstock.

Embellish and decorate the mask. Use

exaggeration to stress certain features-
build them in relief, or add pinched pieces

or slabs. Remove the mask from the mold
when it has stiffened and holds its shape.

Decide how to hang the mask, perhaps by

making holes in the clay to accommodate

a wire or hook. Bisque fire, then finish
with glaze or paint.
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ffitflg# SKmk*
Throughout history, potters have used

stiff siabs of clay to make boxes and

geometrically shaped containers, tiles,

and sculptural pieces. Both ancient and

modern clay sculptures are made from
stiff slabs in combination with other clay

techniques. Stiff slabs may be cut and

assembled when leather-hard. Plan your
piece carefully.

ffi When you work with stiff clay

slabs, it helps to build a model. First
sketch the idea and then put it together
on a small scale. This process may reveal

potential building or joining problems.

You may decide to discard certain designs

that prove unworkable. These preliminary
clay sketches are called maquettes.

Follow this process when working with
stiff clay slabs:

e Draw the form that you want to create.
a Construct a maquette to test the design.
e Cut out paper patterns for the shapes

you want to use.

Fig.3-46. Stiffslats
ratere used to carrstruct
this pieee. [Iow do the
shapes relate to each
other?
Stridr:nt work, Zach Muller,
Oribc Plate snd Bowl.200?..

Slab construclion, high fire
porcelain.

Fig" 3-47. Flour does *his eculpture's use of
shape, color, a*d g€sture add energy and power
to a familiar *ign?
StLident work, Ileidi Norir:ga, Stop,20OB. Stop sigr walls

u,ith slab, Land mode1erl, glaze anrJ acrylics, Coni: 05 cxida
tion, stoilewtrre-

m Roll out your clay slab. Because clay

shrinks as it dries, allow it to dry some-

what (until nearly leather-hard) before

cutting it.
m Place patterns on top of slab and cut

shapes from clay using a knife or needle

tool.
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ffimk$mg m ffi&my ffimw
Because it takes time to attach the sides

that form a box, be careful not to let the
slabs dry out too much (stiff slabs will dry
quickly). Keep unused pieces covered with
plastic until you are ready to attach them.

e Cut out a 6 x6" (1,5.2 cm) square

of cardboard and a 6 x 10" (1,5.2 x
25.4 cm) rectangle of cardboard to use

as templates.

Fig, 3-48, Creating clay boxes may take some
planning, but a well-rnade box is worth the
effort" What expressive and technical qualities
does this object reveal?
l\4aurice Grossman, Shaman's&ax,1993. Raku, 26' x7A' x7'
(66 x 25.4 x 17.8 cm). Courtesy of the artist.

Place each cardboard cutout on a
leather-hard clay slab and cut around it
with a sharp knife or needle tool. Cut

two 6 x 6' (1,5.2 cm) squares and four 6

x 10" (15.2 x25.4 cm) rectangles. You

now have four walls, a base, and a lid.

Cutting
slab adth
temptrate.

flllflfliil Take care when you use

sharp or pointed tools. Always cut away

from yourself.

Merely joining four sides to the base as

four walls creates a problem. Try it your-
self and see what happens-the corners
don't fit. The thickness of the clay wall is

another dimension, which you must take
into account. To make a successful clay

box, prepare your wall pieces before join-
ing them to the base and to each other.

Place a ruler about %" (.6 cm) from the
edge of a wall piece. Miter (cut at a 45"

angle with a knife or needle tool) the two

long (10") (25.4 cm) sides of each wall.

Miter side
edges
to 45'.
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Score and slip the mitered sides and the

bottom edge of each wall.

Apply slip to
scored edges.

Lay your square base flat on the work
surface. Position the wall pieces flat on

the work surface next to the base.

Score the base's surface where the walls

will join and apply slip.

The scored
base ready
for slip.

Slip and join the walls and base together,

one at a time. Press firmly into place.

Press nralls
do:arrr onto base,

Roll out four coils the length of the box

sides.

Fig. 3-49. Notice the aseas rn:here repetition is
used on this teapot. Se you chink it is a f,une-

tional or rgon-funetional griece?

:::dent rvork, Cheisea Cra;rr:, Urttitled TinteTespot (dork

.: r:'), 2009. Slab bu:it, undr:rgla;ze. cone 04 glaze.

Reinforce each join on the inside with a

soft coil. Smooth the coils into the sides

and base.

Reinforce ioins
with coils.
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Fig. 3-50. How has the artist created balance
through repeated shapes on the sides nf this
geometric form? Describe how these elements
can slow the viewer's eye and provide rhp*rm
and flow throughout the piece,
Student work, h4ichael Weinberg, Squares Ctfued,2008. Slab

construction, high-fire stoneware.

o Clean the inside edges and pinch the
outside edges smooth with your thumb
and forefinger or with a wooden tool.

Pinch outride
cdges smoothly
together"

Slip and score the edges of the remain-

ing square piece. Aiso, slip and score

the top edges ofyourbox.

Attach the square to the top and press

firmly to attach it.
When the clay is leather-hard, use your
knife or needle tool to
cut-at a 45' angle-
through the clay a couple

of inches below the top.
Cut all around the box.
Include a notch (like a

ptzzle piece) on each

side. This not only adds

visual interest but helps

to secure the lid.
Box with lid.

Addimg a Knmb
A knob is a solid piece of clay that makes

it easier to lift a lid. Add a knob to your
box:
m Remove the top from your box.
e Roll out a short coil or slab. Form it

into whatever shape you want to create

your knob.

Score and slip the bottom edge of the
knob as well as the area on the lid
where you'll attach it.
Press the knob onto the lid to attach
firmly.
Your box should be fired with the lid
and knob in place.

Box with knob.

f-*ak€mg e Feet $mr V*mr ffiux
When the box has stiffened to leather-

hard, you can add feet to yourbox. (See

page 7 4 for foot-making instructions).
Turn the box over and attach the feet in
the corners.

Alternatively, you can construct a

rectangular foot. You'll essentially make

another box on the bottom of the first box.
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Fig. 3-5L" Notice how the addition of a label., a thorny vir:e, and an
emerging hand can change the expressive quali.ti€$ of a neutral box shape.

Student rvork, Jcnnie Perkins. Pendora's Btx,20A6.

Cut four strips of clay about 1 x 4"

(2.5 x10.2 cm).

Gently turn your stiffened box upside

down.
Prepare and miter the four walls as you

did above. Score and slip the surface of
the base about 1" (2.5 cm) from the edge.

Join the walls as before. Reinforce

the joins with coils and allow them to

stiffen.

You've just created an elegant box foot.

-f you like, you can decorate the walls of
'.-our box by carving into them or adding a

s,ip design. See Chapter 5, Surface Deco-

r'ation, for additional ideas.

Fig. 3-52" Notice how the dragon silh*uette on
r:he handle of this lidded box is reinforced by
:he lid line. Hnw do surface textwr€ and glaze
c olor reinforc€ th€ dragcn theme?

: :: . Stroback, llrutan lJox, 20{18. Clazed ceranric, slab-
- ::;l hardjruilt. cone 1il.
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Fig" $-53. Tell how the sensory qualiti*s of tnais tiEe series avs simi:.ar" FIo",tr are *hey different?
Raniy O'Brieri, lvl eavide r, 2CC8. Eartheaware/muiti-fired ealthenrrare, ilress ncirir:d. glazed ard irred i2 tines to cones i)5-{iil

H€$"e ffimk$mg
It is diffrcult to consider the uses for flat
slabs of clay without thinking of tiles. The

tradition of tile making is quite old. The

art form spread across Persia (lran), Syria,

and Turkey to Spain with the Moorish
occupation in the eighth century. By the
twelfth century, tiles were used in Por-

tugal and Italy along the Mediterranean,

and north to Holland and Germany.The

Spanish brought the tradition with them
to Mexico when they came to the New

World in the 1500s.

Usually tiles embellished important
buildings, such as castles, mosques, and

cathedrals. Tiles are extremely versatile,

able to withstand extremes in temperature,

and always maintain their vibrant colors.

Due to these qualities, we still use tiles to
beautify homes and public buildings.

ffi Handmade tiles tend to warp.

To create successful tiles:
,e Reduce shrinkage by using a clay body

containing grog or sand.
e Cut grooves on the backl"" (.3 cm)

deep and spaced about 1" (2.5 cm)

apart for a good bonding surface.
d Dry tiles as slowly and evenly as pos-

sible. Place a flatboard on top.
+ Add relief at the leather-hard stage.

e Lay the dried tiles on flat kiln shelves

sprinkled with a thin layer of sand to
allow for movement as the tile shrinks.

+' Increase kiln temperatures at a slow

rate during early firing.

Fig, 3*54" Yh* sxtessive aase *ftilec in arehitec-
tere fua* e:rdure€ f*r nearlg #,{t*# years.
Tr: riey, {)i:rona *. .i Ti b s fr ott L-::ii (:ietarl), 1 6th illth
ccrtur-r. Giazi:d c,:'ranic. i''li r9'.t" (2+x)4 rrl). Privala

coileriicn. Courl:sl ci fa:is Art ilidrs.
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Efu&mkflmg afumaat trdHe ffim*$gm
A grouping of tiles can form any number
of designs. Or, a single tile can be a

complete composition. This illustration
shows the dominant feature located

in the center

of the tile design.

A tile d€sign.

When the original tile is placed in a grid
pattern, design elements at the tile's
corners now become part of a new design.

The central design feature of an individual
tile becomes less dominant as it becomes

part of an overall design scheme.

kepeating
tiles-notice
new designs,

How the parts relate to the whole
depends on which design element is

dominant and how it affects the balance

Fig, 3-55. How did the
artist use surf,ace texture,
color, and organization
to balance the tiles in this
piece? I$hat makes the
work harmonious?
1anci)' O'Bri en, Li ch en- Giaze d
-.'.' di P rec e s, 2008. Earthenurare,/

:ral,i-glazed eatthenware. B"

:: 3 x 2" (.20 xZA x 5 cm) rvall

:ieces, rn'ith reramic stains, press

:::olded. fired to cones 05*03.

of the arrangement. Tiles are not always

set in rows, adjacent to one another. In a
composition that is similar to a painting,
tile shapes can be used in a freely com-

posed design without a grid arrangement.

X{mw t* #?ske * ffimmagxa

w$€k *3ag HBK**

Sketch some square tile designs for indi-
vidual and multiple arrangements. Select

a design that you will produce on a clay tile.

Trace over the design with tracing
paper, creating a paper stencil. Cut out the

negative spaces around the dominant im-
age. You may need to make more than one

stencil depending on the design.
e Roll out a clay slab (%" thick) (.7 cm) on

a piece of canvas.

*
@

Place the canvas and slab on a board.

To smooth the surface of the clay, draw

a rubber rib or plastic squeegee across

the top.

Let the clay stiffen slightly before cut-

ting out the tile square.

Cut around a 6 x 6" (15.2 cm) pattern
using a sharp knife and a square rule
to get the edges clean and straight.
Handle the tile as little as possible.

ffi
ffi
ffi

ffi
ffi
ffi

ffi
ffi
ffi

ffi
#
ffi
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!lf![[f!lil Take care when you use

sharp or pointed tools. Always cut away

from yourself.

* Place a second piece of wood on top of
the tile and reverse both boards with
the tile in between. Take off the top
board and remove the canvas.

a Cut horizontal grooves about 1" (2.5

cm) apart on the tile. The grooves can

be %" (.3 cm) deep. (The grooves not
only help the clay to dry but also pro-
vide a bonding surface for the adhesive

to stick to when installing the tile.)
e Turn the tile over, smooth side up.

* Arrange your stencils on the tile, and

use your fingers to gently press them
into the clay.

* Paint background color(s) on the tile
using underglazes or slips. (See pages

1s2-1s3.)
* Carefully remove paper stencils and

clean smudges with a flat tool or knife.

* In areas where stencils were removed,

you can now paint details using under-

glaze.
o Let the tile dry slowly on a flat surface

for several days.

e When the tile no longer feels cold
(damp) it is ready for the first firing
(known as the bisque firing).

e You can add more color and details with
underglazes after the bisque firing.

e Finish the bisqued piece by dipping the
tile face lightly in transparent glaze,

and fire a second time.

Fig. 3-56. An award-winning Philadelphia
mosaic artist designed this mural, the first in
a series for a projected "Kindness Corridor"
stretching from the University of Arizona to
dnwntor,,rn Tucson, Volunteers helped construct
the rnural, which was formed using shards cf
mirrors, tiles, and ceramic objects. The mosaic,
finished with tinted grout and painted outlines,
includes the repeated words "Be kind to each
other."
lsaiah Zagar, Kindness Corridor NIosaic,20 1.0. Photo:
Mauveen Mackel'.
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Relief is an image that has been carved,

modeled, or molded onto a fixed back-

ground. It may be:

.u High-projects from the surface and

appears nearly three-dimensional.
c Low-is elevated but remains

part of the surface.
,-o Flat-has only avery slight

elevation.

' Intaglio (sunken)-the image is

incised or carved into the surface.

r+ *i.,*.*'i 
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Make a tile wall piece that includes

relief in its composition. Use coils,

slabs, and pinched pads of clay to build
up the relief forms. Use your fingers

and modeling tools to shape the forms,
complete details, and add texture. PIan

a%-2" (1.3-5 cm) border to frame your
creation.

Make some drawings in your sketch-

book of people, animals, scenes from
nature, a dream, or an abstract design.

Select one and think about how you

would create it in relief (use at least

two different types of relief) and adapt

it to the size of a slab that is 2 x 1'

(61 x 30.5 cm). Decide how the border
will relate to the design.

You may decide to cut the tiles into
organic shapes that follow the flow of
your design. Think about how they will
fit together and be attached to a wall or
piece of wood.
,,, Gather the following materials:

your drawing, a piece of cloth or
canvas slightly Iarger than 2 x 1'

(61x 30.5 cm), a %" (.7 cm) thick slab

of clay (2 x 1') (61 x 30.5 cm), a ruler,

soft clay to use for making the relief
additions, clay slip, a knife or needle

tool, modeling tools, and a paper

drawing that shows your design.

Roll out a'k" (.7 cm) thick clay slab

on a canvas-covered board.
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Sig, 3*5?. EaeF' t[Xe: im this imsta]Eati*tt f,eatecs*s

tfue s*t::€! re3ief, {s*e Fig. 3*SS} al*d ic **taahed t{3

lke *cte foeca*atfu it xr.dth :.ciis*" S€s{rifoe fhe *le-
rffiec;ts th*t e:mifg amd baEacre* this xa'r:vk, H{sE:r 6<:

tfue egraces b**:se*n ci3*s adctr t* th* desi;get?

,{iuclert r,crk. -iesrs ^. Pict':nc -j. !,a Frolrt;'d,2iiC8. Cer:";rrc

rlrh pain::C slii;, ir::::r-r i:l cr:ne {}c o:'rda.:ro:r, asse;ilble.j ;..1d

1ir:keJ togclhc: r.sirq wire.

* Measure the slab and make sure the

dimensions for your rectangle are even.

r Measure and mark the border.

" Place your drawing on the siab and trace

the composition with a pencil.

', Remove the paper and begin to build up

areas of relief within the outline of your
composition. Model details and texture.
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Fig. 3-58" T}:is detail shows the textural e$eets
an€ diffscent cclor applications f,or the tiSe

pieces ira Sig, 3*5?,

Fig, 3-59, $tudents tsace the sutline sfan
image prcject*d ento a sheet cf paper. The

desig* will be ased tc add lines and c*loc tr
the surfare cf the tiles.
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Complete the design for the border in
the same way.

Cut the completed panel into shapes or

squares.

When clay is leather-hard, carefully cut

horizontal grooves about 1" (2.5 cm)

apart on the back of the tiles.

Allow pieces to dry slowly.

Finish your piece. You might paint your

bisqued composition with an oxide

wash, stain, or underglaze. Try gently

wiping the surface with a damp sponge

to add subtle contrast and surface in-
terest for the final firing.
Mount on plywood or directly on wall.

ffi Draw some animals, people,

scenes, or symbols that you think might
work as a clay relief. When you have a

variety to choose from, imagine actually

creating a reliefbased on one ofyour
sketches. Which kind of relief will you

use? Can you combine several of your

ideas into an interesting, balanced

composition?

Ureity
When parts of a design combine

to create a sense of harmony and

oneness, they display the design

principle of unity. A potter might
achieve a harmonious design in
many ways, including the use

of coLor, texture, and repetition
of shapes or lines. A success-

fully unified design also contains

some variety, because too much

repetition can be monotonous or

boring. Look at the work shown

in Fig. 3-56. How did the artist
achieve unity?
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